ARISTOCRATIC ENGLAND
the rich Englishmen who had put him on the throne to involve
the country in his Continental policy of opposing France. They
had no personal interest in so acting after the military chances
of James had disappeared; on the other hand, the City of
London and the wealthy class in general had, after 1693-94, a
direct interest in starting expenditure upon foreign war, because
it would give them an income out of the taxpayers. The com-
mercial and colonial rivalry with France had not yet arisen as
a motive.
The new fighting opened with a minor disaster. A descent
was made on Brest on June 7, 1694, m which a number of
English soldiers were engaged under Talmash. It could only
succeed as a surprise, and the French Government had been
warned in time. They could use several sources of information,
and among them may have been Marlborough.1
The chief interest to English history of these foreign adven-
tures prior to the Peace of Ryswick is the way in which they
show the hold already established by the Bank of England.
When the King in his difficulties applied for more money for
the war the Bank decided that they had gone far enough, and
turned him down. Their reason for doing so was that certain
men surrounding him had proposed to start a rival bank, to be
called the Land Bank. It was an interesting experiment, got
up by the lesser landed gentry and the Tories, as against the
moneyed interest of the City; but the Bank of England killed it,
and it also at the same time crushed its earlier rivals, the private
bankers, the goldsmiths. They had bought up the Bank's
promises to pay, and presented them simultaneously. Now, a
Bank can never meet the money it has promised to pay if all
the promises to pay are presented at once, because it does
business on the condition of pretending to have more money
than it really has—which is the whole principle of banking.
The Bank of England was therefore, in plain morals, bankrupt;
but the lawyers came to its aid, and while the claims were
being debated before them the difficulty was tided over. The
1 The so-called memoirs of James II, containing this information, are not
directly from his own hand—a fact that was always suspected and is now
confirmed by evidence. They were put together from materials left by
James and only compiled after the King's death. Like many other dojcu-
ments of the same kind, they are trustworthy when they have corroboration,
are consonant with known facts, and where there is no motive for inter-
polation.
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